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Child Awaken (Subtle Fusion Remix)

Welcome to the sounds of the Child Awaken remixes!
After the breath-taking original mix of 2010 (click here)
this unique collection was inspired by a remix
competition run in conjunction with online music mag
The VMM. The winner of the comp is Orlando based
Subtle Fusion whose unique electronica shone out as
a clear talent. In fact I liked what I heard so much that
an album release is now planned for January 2012 so
watch this space for more alternative subtle fusions of
sound. As well as the remix winner the regular artists
on City Wall also got behind the project and so we
have ended up with a rainbow assortment of remixes
ranging from the melodic gentle trance of Nelman to
the abstract dark dub of Lady Vusumzi! All in all a true
reflection of City Wall’s musical heart.

The magical fusion of so many rich elements is what drew me to pick this as the remix comp winner. Each sound is
lovingly crafted and then somehow twisted into the mix. Expect much more of this on SF’s forthcoming album.

Child Awaken (cr38 2011 Remix)
cr38 never holds back on the tough kick drum intros and this mix is no different! Those same dreamy vibes of the
original but on a super long play version. The crisp yet warm vibe is just perfect for blissed out summer relaxation.

Child Awaken (Tuomas Rantanen Instrumental)
As the name suggests this one has all the elements of Tuomas’s vocal remix but without the vocal! Made especially
to appeal to beat loving tech heads who just want to indulge in an ethereal musical journey.

Child Awaken (Nelman Trance Remix)
I love the sense of peace in this one. Some previous works by Nelman’s have
reminded me of the legend that is M.I.K.E. and this one does too. It is the
careful synth work that does it. It must be the mechanic in Nelman.

Child Awaken (Lady Vusumzi Dub)
Apocalyptic vibes! I think it is something in the strings that does it. Never
scared of a bit of distortion (check out Code 9000 – Lady Vusumzi’s other
outfit). Definitely the most experimental of the pack and just loving it!

Child Awaken (Nelman Electro Remix)
Smooth rhythmic breaks coupled with gentle variations of the original parts
makes this a listening pleasure. Quality filtering adds lift and tension while
subtle SFX give sparkle. Altogether a well balanced mix that sits well.

Child Awaken (Tuomas Rantanen Remix)
This mix is cold, sinister and yet beautiful. Rantanen has made the strings remind me of a scene after battle with
debris and bodies strewn across the land but the vocal is a reminder of better things to come.

Child Awaken (Ross Harper Dub)
Stripped away and torn down to the barest of elements this remix has a brutal and raw edge. The fusion of rattling
breaks and stomping drums create impact but it is the surprise synth and vocal drop in the breakdown that does it.
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